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Abstract

To evaluate dentocraniofacial morphology of children with complete unilateral and bilateral cleft lip and palate following labioplasty and palatoplasty. Analysis was made when the children were at first and second stages of cervical vertebral maturation stage, before the peak of maxillary growth. Materials and methods: Sixteen digital cephalometric images of subjects with complete unilateral and bilateral cleft lip and palate following labioplasty and palatoplasty were compared with 16 normal stage-matched controls. Cervical vertebral maturation stage was determined by Method of Baccetti et al (2002). Statistics included tests for normal distribution, paired t test, and anova with the significance level p < .05.

There were significant cephalometric differences in UI/Mx Plangle between unilateral and control; ANB angle, SN/MP angle, UI/MxPlangle between bilateral and normal; SNA angle, UI/MxPl angle between unilateral and bilateral group.

The inclination of upper incisor was most affected by cleft lip and palate. The maxilla inclination was found a little retrusive for unilateral cleft lip and palate, while a little protrusive for bilateral. Sagittal relationship of bilateral was found the most protrusive followed by normal and unilateral group. Mandibular steepness was found for bilateral cleft lip and palate.
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Introduction

Cleft lip and palate is the most common congenital malformation in craniofacial region. Cleft lip and palate usually impacts craniofacial development and needs multidisciplinary treatment.¹,² The initial therapies usually are labioplasty followed by palatoplasty to restore functional activities and aesthetics. Some studies showed midfacial deficiencies a couple years after surgery.³,⁴ Some studies of unilateral cleft lip and palate undergone labioplasty and palatoplasty, showed retrusion and clockwise rotation of maxillary complex, short maxilla, deficiency of posterior facial height and upper posterior facial height, excessive anterior facial height, upper incisive retroclined, steeper mandibular plane and gonial angle.⁵ Patients of bilateral cleft lip and palate have initial prominent premaxilla gradually decreasing its prominence and reaching its anteroposterior approximating unilateral patients at late teen. Other features showed retrusion of mandible, steep mandibular plane, large gonial angle, longer lower anterior facial height, and reduced posterior facial height.⁶

Evaluation following labioplasty and palatoplasty is needed to assess the dentocraniofacial impairment to make treatment planning. Dentocraniofacial deformity often needs growth modification achieved by some mechano therapies (eg. facemask, combination of facemask and rapid maxillary expansion (RME), and RME) in proper timing.
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According to Baccetti et al (2001) and Franchi et al (2004), the best time to treat class III malocclusion in cleft lip and palate patients is within the peak of maxillary growth. According to Baccetti et al (2002), peak of maxillary growth occurs at cervical vertebral maturation stage I and II (CVMS I and II).^7,8^ So far, author found one scientific article regarding craniofacial features of unilateral cleft lip and palate. The parameters consisted of 11 parameters, 10 linear and 1 angular parameters. Besides, the samples were stage II and III cervical vertebral maturation stage. To date, dentocraniofacial features in stage I and II is not known. Angular parameters are preferred, instead of linear, because there is enlargement of objects in cephalometrics since it is two dimensions of patient. Treatment of unilateral and bilateral cleft lip and palate needs angular parameter of dentocraniofacial morphology. The aim of the study is to further comprehend the angular dentocraniofacial morphology in cervical vertebral maturation stage I and II.

**Materials and methods**

All cleft lip and palate patients were treated in Cleft Center Dentistry Faculty University of Padjadjaran. Labioplasty was done at 3 – 8 months of age, and palatoplasty at 18-36 months of age. All subjects (including normal group) had cervical vertebral maturation stage I and II. Skeletal age was determined by cervical vertebral maturation stage according to Baccetti et al (2002).^9^ Normal group had class I skeletal pattern and class I incisors relation.

Kappa test was used to assess intraobserver and interobserver reliability in determining the cervical vertebral maturation stage of the subjects. Seven radiographs of each group were reassessed to examine the intraobserver and interobserver reliability.

For this study, the following angles were calculated: SNA angle, SNB angle, SNPog angle, ANB angle, SN – mandibular plane (SN/MP) angle, SN – maxillary plane (SN/MxPl) angle, maxillomandibular plane angle (MMPA), upper incisor – maxillary plane (UI/MxPl), lower incisor – mandibular plane (LI/MP).

Each radiograph was traced by Cephalometrics Ato Z version 12. All measurements were carried out by one operator. In order to assess intraobserver and interobserver reliability, 7 radiographs from each group were retraced. Intraobserver and interobserver reliability were assessed by paired t test.

Significant differences of each group were assessed using one way anova. All tests for normal distribution, paired t test, and one way anova were set at $p < .05$ significance level.

**Results**

Table 1 and 2 showed intraobserver and interobserver substantial agreement in determining CVMS of all subjects. Table 3 and 4 showed good intraobserver and interobserver reliability in all cephalometrics tracings.

The mean cephalometrics value were compared between group (table 5-7). One way anova and post hoc showed that UI/Mx Pl angle was significantly smaller ($p = 0.001$) between unilateral than the normal group. Between bilateral and normal group, ANB angle is significantly larger ($p = 0.020$) for bilateral than the normal group. SN/MP angle was also significantly larger for bilateral group ($p = 0.041$) while UI/MxPl angle was significantly smaller ($p = 0.001$).

Between unilateral and bilateral group, ANB angle was found smaller for unilateral group, and UI/MxPl angle was smaller for bilateral group ($p = 0.001$).
Table 3. Intraobserver cephalometric reliability test result. *p<0.05, variables that are reaching significance.

Table 4. Inter observer cephalometric reliability test result. *p<0.05, variables that are reaching significance.

Table 5. Measurement results of sagittal plane together with p-value one-way anova and post hoc. *p<0.05, variables that are reaching significance.

Table 6. Measurement results of vertical plane together with p-value one-way anova and post hoc. *p<0.05, variables that are reaching significance.

Table 7. Measurement Result of dentoalveolar angle together with p-value one-way anova and post hoc. *p<0.05, variables that are reaching significance.
Discussion

Our results revealed that each group did not have equal proportion of subjects for CVMS I and II (each group had 3 CVMS I and 13 CVMS II subjects). According to Kusnoto (1988), and Ursi et al (1993), there were not any sexual dimorphism for the parameters examined in this study.10,11

Assuming that, so it is clear for us to compare all groups.

SNA unilateral group was found retrusive than normal and bilateral group, although not significant. The restriction of maxilla is caused by pressure of hypertonic lip muscles and alveolus scar.5,12 Deficient maxilla in unilateral cleft lip and palate was caused by surgery treatment. It was confirmed by the finding of Shetye and Evans (2006) examining lateral cephalometrics of untreated unilateral cleft lip and palate patients found that there was normal growth of the maxilla. In other words, the scar resulted from surgeries are responsible for the restriction of maxilla.13,14

SNA for bilateral group was greater clinically than normal group and significantly than the unilateral. The large SNA is caused by the prominent premaxilla. Many studies showed that the initial prominence of maxilla is decreasing over time. Those studies recommended to keep the prominent premaxilla since it is decreasing until the end of skeletal maturation.6,12,15-18

Regarding SNB, it was found no significant differences among groups. Unilateral and bilateral had smaller value of SNB than normal group. Many studies report clockwise rotation of mandible in unilateral and bilateral cleft lip palate. It is also confirmed with the larger value of SN/MP indicating clockwise rotation in mandible of unilateral and bilateral cleft lip and palate patients.15 The bilateral group had larger value of SN-MP significantly than normal group. According to Liao and Mars regarding mandible position, cleft lip and palate patients had nasal airway impairment which caused oral breathing. It is confirmed by the enlargement value of SN/MP and gonial angle, the same like this study, of unilateral cleft lip and palate patients who had only labioplasty and both of labioplasty and palatoplasty.19 Other reason causing oral breathing is the lowest position of tongue in oral cavity was found in bilateral cleft lip and palate followed by unilateral cleft lip and palate according to McKee (1956).20

ANB was found the largest significant statistically for bilateral group. It is inferred that the sagittal relationship of bilateral cleft lip and palate tend to be protrusive at the skeletal maturation stage examined. Gnoinski (2009) stated that bilateral cleft lip and palate patients would have ANB angle larger than normal population in young children but gradually normalized without any theurapetical interference.16

The inclination of upper incisor showed significant differences among those groups with bilateral group had the smallest value of UI/MxPI angle. This retroclination is caused by the position of premaxilla as Ogidan and Subtelny stated. Before labioplasty, premaxilla of unilateral and bilateral cleft lip and palate patients are found protrusive. Following labioplasty, there would be molding reaction caused by labial muscles to premaxilla. This condition is worsened by scar tissue resulted from palatoplasty causing downward and backward rotation of the premaxilla. Incisor retroclination of bilateral group was also worsened by its retrognathic skeletal pattern.17

Conclusions

The inclination of upper incisor was most affected by cleft lip and palate. The maxilla inclination was found a little retrusive for unilateral cleft lip and palate, while a little protrusive for bilateral. Sagittal relationship of bilateral was found the most protrusive followed by normal and unilateral group. Mandibular steepness was found for bilateral cleft lip and palate.
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